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A collection of favorite box designs from the pages of Scroll Saw Woodworking and Crafts. Includes

jewelry and keepsake boxes, music boxes, and unique one-of-a-kind boxes that hold everything

from poker chips to flags. 29 favorite projects and patterns.
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...and I wasn't disappointed!!! The pics are clean and well organized and the instruction is written so

a woodworking novice, such as myself, could easily follow along. There's also a nice variety of

projects that can be done with moderate skill to the absolute pro. I bought this book for the filigree

scroll saw boxes and was surprised that there were a couple inside. Love this book! Can't wait until I

can get started!!

Book has a number of attractive plans for fretwork boxes. Some plans have designs that carry over

to facing page, making it hard to copy the design easily. it would be better to make a fold out page,

or a reduced drawing that could be enlarged.Otherwise, a very nice book.

I am absolutely astonished at how beautiful some of the designs in this book are. As an amateur

scroll-saw'er, with dreams and aspirations of becoming a true expert, I looked at some of these

jewelry boxes and other scroll saw outlines and was intimidated at how complex they look.



However, with some time and dedication, they look like they could be ascertainable because the

instructions are very clear and there is a clear section for beginners that helps get you acclimated

and gives you crucial tips. These crucial tips are not always necessarily available from "that

contractor dude who you taught you how to use a scroll saw but isn't really that amazing at it, but

says everything as if it's 100% true." Everything these guys who wrote the book say is 100% true,

and the proof is in their quality of work. Buy this book for some amazing finished products.

Especially if you like intarsia (in -arsh-uh) because some of the intarsia designs in here with multiple

different types of wood are amazing.A word to the wise: Don't get into scroll sawing if you're broke.

Even if you get a cheap ryobi or SKIL scroll saw, you are going to pay buku dollars just in building

materials sometimes. You can get by on the cheap with printed stencils from the internet and cheap

wood from a lumber wholesaler and wood glue plus clamps.But to make truly brilliant products and

intarsia, you need to have the different types of high quality wood in addition to nice finishing stains

and gloss coatings or other finish coats. -Jay

I love this book! It's inspiring and has many great ideas in it. I plan on combining my wood carving

on some designs to come up with even more of an artistic one up type boxes. This book opens up

tons of possibilities for original work. Great helpful pictures and it's well written and easily

understandable. One of my better book purchases

I bought this book at a woodworking store and naturally paid full price for it. Even at that I like the

book and the projects in it. I don't have more than 3 hours on a scroll saw and am also a beginning

woodworker interested mainly in boxes and clocks. As far as this book is concerned I feel it is well

worth the price I paid for it. In order to copy the patterns as indicated in the book I cut the spine so

all the pages were loose then punched holes in the pages to insert into a 3 ring binder. I took out the

patterns I wanted to work with then copied them to the size stated on each pattern. My main reason

for buying the book was the box with the Maple Leaf inlays and decorative corners. I don't like

working with fretwork patterns because I don't have the patience to continually change the blades

so I do scroll work that has mostly outside cuts and this books has plenty of those. Overall I think

this book is one of the very best for box plans using the scroll saw. Common sense prevails when

cutting the patterns and the measurements for the patterns are not important. All you do is cut your

wood to fit the pattern and cut it out. If you do that everything falls into place.

Clear instructions. Some of the patterns get into the binding so will be hard to photocopy. Almost too



wide of a range of projects from simple to kinda complex. 24 projects by different contributors, but

instructions clear. Technique for making ribbons especially useful

This book has a wide range of projects that vary from intermediate to advanced. Some of the

designs are simple and elegant, others are quite challenging and intricate. Using various

hardwoods, each box can take on an entirely different look. So it is certainly enough to keep one

busy for a long time to come.

great variety of patterns for all skill levels. Clear pictures, step-by-step instructions. nice

explanations of tips and tricks. and personally, I think the designs are quite pretty, modern but very

classic look to them. good buy.
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